
Integration Meeting Minutes
04 Oct 2023 

Agenda:

Staging pipeline migration details in progress:
We have confirmation that VEXXHOST will be our build target
We will be using k8s as a service offered by VEXXHOST
Ideally we won't be responsible for any infra operations/issues - if we use k8s as a 
service LFIT will handle support
Pipeline triggers will be done in Github Actions
We will send a self-contained payload (zipped charts and a test execution command?) 
as the k8s can't be accessed externally
Results will be published when the run ends

02 Aug 2023 

Agenda:

SDC tests fail in different ways between 1st and 2nd runs. Right now only logs from 2nd run are 
saved which makes debugging difficult. Lets try to:

remove retries in pythonsdk tests (maybe tests are not 100% reproducible?)
if the above does not work - try to hack some workaround

CR with testkube chart is waiting for review https://gerrit.onap.org/r/c/testsuite/+/135640
tox yaml linting was changed to ignore helm directory files as helm is not a valid yaml

26 Jul 2023 

Agenda:

Message router errors are seen in Kiali
Introduction of testkube as an optional test component

We will use upstream - original testkube operator umbrella chart
Tests will be provided in one of the integration repos
Later we can include it in chained-ci process

05 Jul 2023 

Agenda:

Azure migration halted
Daily post-configure pipeline fails on Prometheus installation -  take a look at Marek Szwakiewicz
version pinning
All daily tests green
What is up with weekly?

17 May 2023 

Agenda:

Status of Azure migration  Marek Szwakiewicz
State of release preparations
UNH lab for gating status
Gating unblocked

10 May 2023 
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Agenda:

Status of Azure migration  Marek Szwakiewicz
State of release preparations
UNH lab for gating
Gating failures due to libssl version change?

19 Apr 2023 

Agenda:

Decide should we start migration of Azureout 
Andreas and Marek vote YES we should invest time into migration to UNH

Errors we see in SDC-be logs regarding decryption of auth header.
SDC meeting was cancelled this week, maybe we can try to chat about it next week.

Daily network issues in DT lab, do we have Dailies elsewhere?
Issues are caused by DNS problems in DT lab
Dailies are run only on DT lab - that is an issue

List of stale repositories  https://jira.onap.org/projects/INT/issues/INT-2195
Figure out the availability and parameters of LFN openstack  Marek Szwakiewicz

12 Apr 2023 

Agenda:

Gating and dailies are down due to Nexus on azure being dead. Lets talk about this.
Switch to main nexus and get docker credentials

docker account credentials are not available outside jenkins
Next steps:

Escalate Azure ownership to LFN
Notify Cedric/raise issue for him about this
Micha Jagieo will chat with Pawe about maybe calling Eric?

UNH option
create k8s env manually
switch gating jobs
create nexus proxy

Errors we see in SDC-be logs regarding decryption of auth header.
Maybe its SDC-fe adding second header with the same name? If yes we need to fix it.
Add ticket about it to SDC project

PNF registration failure (probably) caused by database access during stability tests being very 
slow, its worth to test it with sidecar disabled on mariadb?

Ticket?  will find/create ticketMarek Szwakiewicz
Marek Szwakiewicz will try to disable sidecar and run tests as soon as gating is 
working again

Marek did NOTHING in this topic

Changes:

 Addition-Deletion PNF Support in Automation
 Add sample-app as a test module with function of converting actn-model to customer OSS 
model

05 Apr 2023 

Agenda:

Gating and dailies are down due to Nexus on azure being dead. Lets talk about this.
Option 1: Ask  for VM node access? (assuming he has one)Micha Jagieo  (verified that 
Micha does not have the credentials)
Option 2: Ask LFN (who?) for access to azure panel so we could restore vm credentials
(asked here  but https://jira.linuxfoundation.org/plugins/servlet/desk/portal/2/IT-25384
LFN doesn't have access to Azure or VMs)
Option 3: Switch to main nexus and get docker credentials

Errors we see in SDC-be logs regarding decryption of auth header.
?

Database access during stability tests is very slow, its worth to test it with sidecar disabled on 
mariadb
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Marek Szwakiewicz will try to disable sidecar and run tests as soon as gating is 
working again

Changes:

 Add sample-app as a test module with function of converting actn-model to customer OSS 
model
 Addition-Deletion PNF Support in Automation
 API support for Upgrade Scenarios
 Add interfaces in actn-client and modified pom files

29 Mar 2023 

Agenda:

Migration of chained-ci to LFN repository - problem with artifacts fetching blocks the transition
Implement solution #1,5 which is saving artifacts as zip in automated way inside git 
repo so we don't need to do it manually AND we don't have to be tied to gitlab-ci

Errors we see in SDC-be logs regarding decryption of auth header. Its probably caused by 
python-sdk.

Basically we call api with 2 Basic auth headers
update of the sdc-be image was done at the same time as the bug started appearing
Talk with  on MondayMicha Jagieo

Changes:

 Addition-Deletion PNF Support in Automation
 API support for Upgrade Scenarios
 Add sample-app as a test module with function of converting actn-model to customer OSS 
model
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